Extraordinary scenic tour of Hunan and Guangxi
(13 days + extensions of stay)
Zhangjiajie – Tianmen – Furong – Fenghuang – Danian Zhaoxing - Longji - Guilin – Yangshuo

A combination of amazing landscapes to see in China
The idea of this tour is to connect Zhangjiajie by land to Guilin, two regions considered to be
among the most beautiful in China. From the Zhangjiajie Forest Park, with its thousands of
rocky pinnacles entangled in dense subtropical vegetation, you will descend further south
towards long isolated regions mainly inhabited by ethnic minorities in villages out of time :
Furong a Miao village hanging on the cliff of a waterfall; the ancient city of Fenghuang, the
Dong village of Zhaoxing renowned for its wooden architectures, and Ping'an in the heart of
the Longji rice terraces ranked in the top 5 of the most beautiful rice fields in China... An
unforgettable journey of great diversity, which will end with the discovery of the famous karst
landscapes of the Li River between Guilin and Yangshuo.
Customize your tour and experience
This program is an exploration of the most beautiful scenery of the region, but all is not fixed
and can be customized. You can, for exemple plan to spend more time in certain places and
add new sites to your experience. Ie : the Great South Wall, Fanjingshan, Bajiaozhai... You will
find these extensions in details in the attached PDF program file which can obviously be
adapted according to your wishes, your budget and the time you have available.

**************

Day 1 : Flight to Zhangjiajie
Flight to Zhangjiajie in the evening. Welcome by your driver (without guide) then transfer to the South
Mountain View Boutique hotel 3 * located near the river and the city center, with many restaurants nearby.

Day 2 : Zhangjiajie - Zhangjiajie National Park (B)
Meet your English-speaking guide then transfer to the entrance of the Zhangjiajie Natural Park classified by
UNESCO since 1992. Travel within the park with shuttles included in the entrance fee. You will first reach
the Bailong Elevator. With a height of 326 meters, this elevator is supposed to be the highest open-air
elevator in the world. It takes 1.58 seconds to transport travelers from the bottom to the top of the
mountain ridge. Visits to the Yuangjiajie sector (Halleluja Mt), a site offering magnificent viewpoints in the
heart of lush vegetation, above vertiginous rock walls that served as inspiration for the setting of the movie
Avatar.

Then transfer by shuttle (40 minutes drive) to the site of Tianzi mountain dotted with nearly 100 natural
platforms and 2000 steep peaks and dozens of waterfalls. Impressive descent to the bottom of the park
by cable car, between rocky peaks. Overnight in Wulingyuan at the 3 * South Mountain View Boutique
Hotel.

Day 3 : Zhangjiajie - Zhangjiajie National Park
Choose one of the two options (if you want to do both, you have to plan an extra day on site. Consult us
for the price):
Option A : Zhangjiajie National Park (Golden Whip and Glass Bridge) (B)
After breakfast, continuation of visits to Zhangjiajie Park. Hike along the panoramic path of the Golden
Whip Stream (5.8 km) clinging to the cliffs and gorges, with a low-angle view of the rocky peaks. Then
transfer to the Grand Canyon and the glass bridge. Crossing the bridge then descending on foot to the
bottom of the Canyon (landscapes less impressive than the day before, and with many tourists on the
bridge. Meet your driver at the end of the day. Overnight in Wulingyuan.

Option B : With the night inside the park Yangjiajie :
Day 2 … At the end of the day you can watch the sunset when all the tourists have come down the
mountain around 5:00 p.m. Overnight in a Guesthouses or small hotel near Tianzi (simple comfort, there
is no approved hotel at the top of the mountains) (you can leave your big luggage downstairs with the
driver or at the hotel in Wulingyuan). Overnight in Tianzi.

Day 3 : Wulingyuan - National Park (B)
In the morning, watch the sunrise from the “Arranging Battles” platform famous for its sunrises in the
mist, then transfer to the YangJiajie area. Visit of the Hamlet of Wulong and Tianbo accessible by narrow
passages between the gorges. Impressive descent from Yangjiajie to the bottom of the park by cable car.

Shuttle and walk in the forest to the village of Huangshi. In the afternoon, continue on foot along the
panoramic path of the whip of gold brook (5.8 km) threading its way between the rocky peaks (flat, also
possible to make a return trip if you wish to walk less). Meet the driver and overnight in in Wulingyuan

***

Day 4 : Tianmen Mountain - Furong (B) ~ 3h drive
This morning reach the top of Tianmen Mountain by taking the longest cable car in the world (7455
meters). The mountain, 1,518 meters above sea level, is the highest mountain in Zhangjiajie. Short walk
around the promontory, passing on glass walkways hanging on the cliffs, towards Tianmen cave and an
arch made famous by a Russian pilot who crossed it by plane. Descent of the mountain by taking the
longest escalator in the world, then on foot on a large staircase below the arch.

In the afternoon, drive to the old Miao town of Furong, hanging in an arc around a large waterfall, still
little visited by Westerners. Overnight in Furong at the Tuwang Xing Gong Hotel, hanging above the falls.
It is a large traditional Miao style building that clings to the greenery on the side of the cliff. Rooms with a
breathtaking view of the falls.

Video from the sky

Day 5 : Furong - Zuolong - Fenghuang (B) ~ 3h drive
This morning departure to the Zuolong gorges, less visited by groups. 2h00 hike on winding and steep
paths between the faults of the gorges, dotted with small waterfalls, and rickety footbridges. Lunch
possible in the Miao village at the top of the mountain with a villager. Return to your vehicle then
continue to the old town of Fenghuang, center of the Miao ethnic minority. (If you don't want to hike, the
Zuolong gorges can be replaced by a visit to the Miao village of Dehang + 100RMB / Pers). In the

evening, in Fenghuang you can dine in one of the picturesque restaurants overlooking the illuminated Tuo
River. Night at the Riverside Homestay Jiāng Jing Hotel (at the foot of the river with balcony, breakfasts
included served in a nearby café), or in a superior category on the heights of the old town overlooking
the river at the Wang jiang Seclusive boutique inn, room with balcony (+ 250RMB / room + 33EUR /r).

Video from the sky

Day 6 : Fenghuang - (Hongjiang or Mt Fanjiang) (B) ~ 3h30 drive
Or optional + 1 day (see below): Hongjiang / Mt Fanjiang / Southern Great Wall
The bravest can get up early to see the old town without tourists. Lose yourself through the many small
streets of the city. Then transfer by private vehicle to Huaihua station to take the speed train from
Huaihua at 10:34 am, arrival in Guiyang North at 12:24 pm, then from the same train station fast train to
Congjiang (13:32 to 15:09). Reception of your driver (without guide) at Congjiang station and transfer to
the small village of Danian located in the heart of the mountains, in the "Miao Country" through the
village of Fulu to cross the river to a region remained isolated for a long time. Installation at the Miao
Country reception center and first discovery of the activities of the Couleurs de Chine association. This
association helps children from ethnic minorities by financing their education. Overnight in Danian
(standard comfort).

Possible extensions from Fenghuang (prices including the additional night):

Option A : visit of the historic city of Hongjiang located 2h30 drive from Fenghuang
(extra + 700RMB to 1100RMB/pers depending on the number of travellers).
Hongjiang (Qianyang) is an ancient commercial city different from the ethnic villages of Hunan whose old
quarter is very old since it dates from the Northern Song dynasty (960-1127). This city was during the
Ming and Qing dynasties one of the most important trading centers in this part of Hunan. Today old

Hongjiang is almost neglected, asleep with its narrow streets lined with historic buildings whose serenity
and architectural quality will be appreciated. Overnight in a standard 3 * hotel in Huaihua City (currently
prohibited for foreigners in Hongjiang) or train to your next destination.

Option B : visit of Mt. Fanjiang located in Guizhou near Tongren, about 3 hours drive from Fenghuang
(extra + 1100RMB to 1800RMB/pers depending on the number of travellers). Still little visited by
Westerners, Fanjingshan is a natural mountain reserve sheltering several endemic species (including the
golden monkey) and a virgin forest. It is also a sacred mountain of Chinese Buddhism which became a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2018. Two of its temples are perched atop a solitary peak called the
Golden Peak of the Red Clouds. The Buddha Temple and Maitreya Temple are separated by a narrow
gorge that visitors can cross via a short bridge. Overnight in Tongren.

Option C : visit of the Great Southern Wall. (extra + 500RMB / pers + 65EUR / pers).
(extra + 650RMB to 980RMB/pers depending on the number of travellers).
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Hotels Wulingyuan
Wulingyuan : Zhangjiajie South Mountain Boutique Hotel
In the center of Wulingyuan, near many restaurants and facing the river, quiet. View of the mountains in the distance.
Sober style, design, uncluttered, with a large bright reception area, bordered by a goldfish pond. Beautiful family room
with two bunk beds in alcove for the children. Western breakfast with coffee.

Hotel Furong
Furong Tuwang Xing Gong Palace
Very nice location for this traditional Chinese Miao style hotel, laid out in espalier above the falls, and which blends into
the greenery. The establishment offers several types of rooms, more or less small, with or without terraces, but always
with a view of the falls. Simple Chinese breakfast. The background noise of the waterfall is not completely attenuated
by the glazing of the windows and may possibly annoy some.

Hotels Fenghuang
Riverside Homestay jiāng jing Hotel
Comfortable rooms with balcony and view on the Tuo river, very close to the pagoda. There is no restaurant and
breakfast in the hotel like most riverside hotels but we have good cafes / restaurants nearby. Access from the road by
vehicle at 100m. Beautiful family / triple suite.

Wang jiang Seclusive boutique inn (Option in higher range, + 250RMB /room, + 33EUR /rom balcony)
On the heights of the old town overlooking the river, with a small garden area, and a terrace. Family atmosphere, good
bedding and breakfast on site. Rooms with balcony and dominant view of the city.

Day 7 : Miao Country - Danian (B, L, D)
Today, trekking in the Great Mountains and villages, where ancient traditions have not yet disappeared
and the traditional way of life has changed little. The excursion on foot along the rice terraces allows a
concrete approach of the reality of the work and the life of the Miao and Dong peasants. You will attend
rural work depending on the season (rice transplanting, handicrafts: embroidery, weaving, dyeing,
basketwork, transporting wood in the mountains ...). Depending on the day of the week and the dates,
you can also join the children at the end of a school and accompany them on small paths through fields
to their hamlet or village. All this can be discussed on site with the organizers. Overnight at Danian's Inn.

Region of Danian aerial view
Day 8 : Danian - Zhaoxing (B, L) ~ 1h30 drive
Return to Danian in the morning with other possible visits. Lunch then transfer by private vehicle to
Zhaoxing, a beautiful village populated by Dongs and crossed by small canals and streams. Reception of
your French-speaking guide and discovery of the many traditional constructions and its superb wooden
architectures which make the reputation of the Dong people : Theaters of the Dong Opera, the 5 Drum
towers built by each of the 5 clans of the village, the splendid Wind and Rain bridges. In the alleys and
between the canals, craftsmen are active: basket makers, weavers .... Night in Zhaoxing in a traditional
style wooden house (good comfort), the Indigo Lodge.
Optional (without Danian, with two days less): reduction of 1800RMB / Pers (-230EUR / Pers)

Day 9 : Zhaoxing - Chengyang (B) ~ 0h20 + 1h drive
Today with a guide, departure by vehicle to Tang'an for a hike from the village to Zhaoxing which offers a
magnificent panorama over the entire valley. Perhaps you will be lucky enough to witness locals singing
traditional songs which celebrate many circumstances of daily Dong life (not included). In the morning
transfer by vehicle to Congjiang train station to take the train to Sanjiang. Meet with your new driver

then depart for Chengyang, a village of the Dong minority (1h00 drive) renowned in particular for its
large Wind and Rain Bridge 78 m long and surmounted by 5 elegant towers. Several bridges of the same
type are found in the villages as well as large drum towers. Shows are sometimes organized by
minorities. Overnight in the center of the village at the Dragon and Peacock Inn.

Chengyang aerial view

Day 10 : Chengyang - Ping'an (B) ~ 2h30 drive
After breakfast drive to the superb region of Ping'an and its rice terraces (2h30 drive). The Dragon's
Backbone is arguably one of the most beautiful rice terraces in all of China. Arrival below the village of
Ping'an which you will reach on foot after 30 minutes walk. Visit the different around the Longji rice
terraces. Accommodation in your wooden inn, the Ping'an Ridge inn 3 * (good comfort with air
conditioning) in Ping'an.

Rizières en mai
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Day 11 : Ping'an - Yangshuo (B) ~ 3h30 drive
This morning take a short walk around the rice fields of Longji towards the different points of view
(approximately 1h30 to 2h00). Return to the village for lunch, then drive to the the renowned region
south of Guilin near Yangshuo. For the following two options are available to choose from (same price):

Option 1: Cuiping
Continuation in the afternoon to Cuiping hill to watch the sunset on one of the most popular viewpoints
by photographers, but still little visited (20 minutes on foot). Then transfer to Yangshuo and your hotel
The River Lodge 3* with swiming pool..

Cuiping
Option 2: Cave and Hill of the Moon
Visit of the Silver cave with its superb rock formations and continue to Moon Hill, a large pierced mountain,
natural emblem of Yangshuo (observation from below or ascent possible on foot with steps that will lead
you to the foot of the arch. 40min walk to the top). Then transfer to Yangshuo and your hotel The River
Lodge 3* with swiming pool.
(Note : The Silver Cave is beautiful but very popular with Chinese tourists, and crowds are often present in
the cave.

Option : Bajiaozhai (+1 day)

Day 11 : Ping'an - Ziyuan (B) ~ 2h40 drive
In the morning, take a short hike at the top of the rice fields of the Dragon's Backbone. Superb view from
the top of the rice fields. Perhaps you will have the chance to meet the Yao women, famous for their
beautiful embroidered pink costumes, their heavy jewelry and their long hair sometimes touching the
ground! Then find your vehicle then direction Ziyuan. Overnight at Ziyuan Vienna Hotel.

Day 12 : Ziyuan - Yangshuo (B) ~ 4h drive
Road to the site of Bajiaozhai famous for its astonishing rock formations of Danxia type (1 hour drive). The
site is still little visited, but well laid out. Stone stairs built on a rocky and steep ridge, and walkways wind
up the cliff side, and trace a path around the promontory, through defiles and caves shaped by the
streaming water. At the top of the platforms offer a beautiful panoramic view of these strange mountains. A
must-see site for photographers and lovers of unusual landscapes. Visit of around 2 to 3 hours around the
site. Resumption of the road to Yangshuo and to your hotel (3h00 drive).
Price: + 1000RMB / Pers to + 1800RMB / pers (130 to 234EUR / pers depending on the number of
travelers).

Day 12 : Yangshuo - Xianggong - Xingping - Yangshuo (B) ~ 1h30 drive.
After breakfast, departure by vehicle to the superb Xianggong viewpoint. Climb to the top of the lookout
point for a view of the hills and the UNESCO-listed Li River site. The vehicle will then drop you off 5km
further at the start of a trail that you will take you on foot through citrus groves and small hamlets to the
village of Xingping (1h30 to 2h00 hike). The path offers a beautiful perspective on the river. You will also
visit a small temple nestled on the banks at the entrance to the Cave of the Snail where a few monks still
live. Cross the river with the local ferry and explore the old Xingping street where you can have lunch. In
the afternoon, take a short raft ride on one of the most beautiful portions of the Li River between
Xingping and the hill of 9 horses, through small fishing villages, rice fields and bamboo groves
(approximately 0h45 cruise ). It is a landscape of this portion that inspired the illustration of the Chinese
20RMB banknote. Return to Xingping village (optional for the fittest, watch the sun set on Laozhai hill,
see Laozhai video, free entry, 30 to 40 minutes steep climb) then drive to Yangshuo and your hotel.

In the evening, its possible to see the “Liu San Jie” sound and light show, based on a very popular
Chinese musical, directed by Chinese filmmaker Zhang Yimou. It takes place on the Li River in a beautiful
natural setting surrounded by karst mountains (not included in the quote: 300RMB / pers in B2 comfort

seat and transport). Overnight in Yangshuo.

Day 13 : Yangshuo - Guilin - Train or flight to another destination (B)
After breakfast, ride by bike (or by electric scooter with additional cost of + 80RMB / scooter, including
for the guide) towards the wild cave perched which has remained away from tourist circuits. The climb is
done in a fault of the mountain on steps cut in the rock. Superb view from side to side of the cave.
Continuation by bike along the Yulong River, through sleepy hamlets, rice fields and fish ponds to the
village of Jiuxian. Lunch in a beautiful inn in an old house in the village (at your expense). Return to
Yangshuo after lunch where it is possible to make an extension to the Dragon Bridge or to make a loop in
a real bamboo raft, without engine, propelled by a gondolier on the very bucolic Yulong River. Extra cost
on site). Return to Yangshuo. Transfer to Guilin train station or airport.

Hot air balloon flight option (not included):
Hot air balloon flight to discover Yangshuo differently at sunrise. Prices: 1300RMB / person (166EUR /
person) and 1000RMB / child under 1.20m (128EUR / child) ~ 45 minutes of flight in a basket that can
accommodate 3 to 6 passengers + 1 pilot. (to be reserved upon acceptance of the quote, flight possible
subject to favorable weather conditions).

Crops in rice fields on Yangshuo and Longji
DECEMBER to MARCH: The rice fields are empty, and generally dry. On Yangshuo citrus fruits are
harvested (pomelos, persimmon ...).
APRIL: First rains. Rice fields in water on some plots. Plowing. First sowing on a small plot.
MAY: Rice fields in water. First sowing and transplanting. In Yangshuo the seedlings are starting to be
transplanted over the whole area. In Longji this is done later in the month.
JUNE: Generalized transplanting. Rice is growing. Light green.
JULY: Rice growing. The first plants around Yangshuo are reaching maturity. The rice fields are yellow
and green. First harvest at the end of the month. In Longji, the rice fields planted later are still green
and young.
AUGUST: Generalized harvests around Yangshuo, with the preparation of the second planting. Patchwork
of green, yellow and water rice fields. In Longji the rice plantations are taller and greener.
SEPTEMBER: On Yangshuo all the rice fields are in full growth and green. On Longji the rice matures and
begins to turn yellow.
OCTOBER: The rice is green on Yangshuo and begins to turn yellow at the end of the month. In Longji
the rice is harvested the second week of October. From the 3rd week there is no more rice in the rice
terraces. Straw hats and burns occupy the earth.
NOVEMBER: This is the second rice harvest on Yangshuo. Rice fields yellow and gradually empty.
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Our hotels selection for your Hunan and Guangxi tour :
Zhaoxing : Indigo lodge
Located in the center of Zhaoxing village near a drum tower, Indigo Lodge is an all-timber hostel built in the
architectural style of the Dong ethnic group. The establishment offers comfortable and well-appointed rooms and
common areas with a more designer decoration. The bathrooms are all private and have spacious showers. Chinese or
Western breakfast of your choice.

Zhaoxing : Tong Shang Art Hotel (extra 300RMB / Deluxe room / night, + 39EUR / room / night)
Located on the edge of the old village a few steps from the rice fields (and not in the new restored part) Tong Shang
Art offers rooms in a beautiful structure made of veneered wood and bricks. The decoration placed under the sign of
the arts shows a taste for beautiful things and local crafts. In your choice of rooms, choose those with a view of the
river, which are brighter than the standard rooms on the mountain side. A large family room under the roof will be
ideal for families. Small but functional bathroom. Hearty breakfasts.

Danian : Miao Country Visitor Center
Located in the heart of the village in the narrow alleys of Danian above the river, the association's reception center
offers simple and typical accommodation in an all-wooden Dong-style house. Private toilets in each room with a
shower and WC, and reversible air conditioning (heating in winter). Chinese or Western breakfast.

Ping'an : Ping'an Hotel
Wooden inn, beaten on the upper heights of the village of Ping'an. This is located in two separate buildings, one with
standard rooms (without the view of the rice fields or only partially) and in a second building in a deluxe room with
balcony and view of the rice fields and the village.

Ping'an: Ridge Inn (same location and price as the Ping'an Hotel)
Located in the heart of the village of Ping'an. The Ridge Inn offers comfortable rooms equipped with air conditioning
and heating. Some rooms, with balcony, enjoy the view of the rice fields. Western or Asian breakfast.

Ping'an : Longji One Hotel
(+ 500RMB / night in a deluxe room overlooking the rice fields, + 66EUR / room / night)
Located in the picturesque alleys of the village on the mountainside, with a view of the rice fields and the roofs of the
wooden thatched cottages, the Longji one offers beautiful rooms in the local style, all in wood and bamboo.
Comfortable, cozy, tastefully decorated.

Yangshuo : River Lodge
Located 10 minutes drive from the center of Yangshuo on the edge of the famous Li River. The rooms, neat and
decorated in old Chinese style, with modern woodwork and shower room. Preferably choose rooms with balconies and
river views on the upper floors (with swimming pool).

Yangshuo (eco option) : Riverside Retreat (reduction of -150RMB/night/room)
Located a 10-minute drive from bustling Yangshuo center and a 20-minute walk across the river by ferry, Riverside
Retreat is surrounded by bamboo forests and citrus groves. It has a small outdoor swimming pool and a large terrace
with a superb view; as are most of the rooms.

High-end alternative (additional charge, between 350 and 500RMB / room / night):

Yangshuo Moondance Hotel
Located on the banks of a small river on the edge of a small village 7km from the city center, very close to the hill of
the Moon. Quiet and relaxing, with swimming pool, spacious bedroom and large balconies with a view. Well appointed
and practical for families with several suites and family rooms available.

Yangshuo Mountain Retreat
Located on the banks of the Yulong River, 7km from the city center, this accommodation enjoys one of the most
beautiful views in the region, in the shade of bamboo groves with rafts gliding casually on the river (no swimming
pool) . Rooms with local bamboo furniture. For the view, take the rooms on the river side with balcony. Very good
service.

Yangshuo Li River Resort
With a magnificent view of the Li River, the Li River Resort will delight you with its peaceful atmosphere. Located a 20minute walk from the bustling center of Yangshuo, this hotel offers Chinese-style rooms, all air conditioned and fitted
with classic dark wood furnishings. Its restaurant serves Chinese and Western dishes.

Yangshuo Ancient garden
Located in the heart of a small village at the foot of a karst hill, and built in the style of the same old houses, the place
does not lack charm. The rooms, with the local character, with all the comforts, are arranged around a very pleasant
Chinese garden, with a small stream which descends from the mountain to feed a central basin. Swimming pool and
children's play area add to the charm of the place.

Yangshuo Secret garden
Located in the alleys of the old village of Jiuxian in the Yulong river valley about 7km from Yangshuo. It is one of the
rare villages in the region which still has a few authentic period houses which the owners of the inn have wonderfully
renovated, keeping the style and adding all the comforts.

Our presence both in China and in France guarantees you the mastering of your tour from A to Z, without
intermediary and for the best price available! We provide you with our extensive network onsite and our
agency's reactivity, as well as secured payment through our French agency, so you can travel with us
feeling safe!
Our presence onsite in China
- Receptive local agency in Kunming, China, since 2007
- 1 only contact person all through your tour's conceiving phase and until your way back from China.
- Direct booking for all our services across China.
- Trustworthy and respectful relationships with our various partners all around China
- Constant improvement mindset for the creation of itineraries every time more astonishing and
authentic.
- Availability and reactiveness on site, 24/24
- Local French Speaking guides with experience and chosen for their skills.
- 11 travel experts often on the roads seeking for new and authentic destinations
- Knowledge of "the ground" that allows us to offer itineraries that suit your needs, in an exclusive and
original way.
Our agency in China
China Roads 219 Chuncheng Road Kunming Yunnan CHINA
Telephone : (0086) 159-49379-177
Website : www.China-Roads.fr & www.Yunnan-Roads.fr & www.Tibet-Roads.fr
Guarantees offered by our French Agency
- Pay the tour to our agency in France by wire transfer or bank card (Visa, Mastercard and Amex) through
our secure website, avoiding you some expensive transfer costs towards China where the usual extra
charge is generally 4% to 5% of the tour price for a bank card payment to China.
- Our agency is registered by Atout France, as a guarantee for our professionalism
- HISCOX civil responsibility insurance
- IATA agreement allowing us to include international flights at a negociated rate
- Financial guarantee registered by the APST that guarantees you full refund of the already paid amounts
in case of failure from our team, otherwise your tour will be taken in charge in the same conditions as
those agreed with our agency
Our agencies in France (Dinan, Paris, Nice)
VOYAGEOS, 19 rue Chateaubriand 22100 Dinan FRANCE
Phone : 09-83-07-44-60 ou 06-40-27-64-22 / weekdays from-13h then 14-19h
VOYAGEOS, 50 rue de la Justine, 75020 Paris FRANCE (appointment only)
Phone : 06-63-78-72-03 / weekdays from 9-17h
VOYAGEOS, 26 Bld Maréchal Joffre, 06310 Beaulieu-sur-Mer FRANCE (appointment only)
Phone : 07-87-67-02-27 / weekdays from 9-17h
Associative involvment
. 3€ per traveler to 3 charities :
- Couleurs de Chine : sponsorship for the scolarization of young girls in northern Guangxi
- Lab Dra Khampa : help for development and child scolarization in Dzongar (West Sichuan)
- Enfants du Mékong : Scolarization of kids in northern Yunnan
+ 1 treeplanted by traveler with the Yves Rocher foundation "Let's plant for Earth"
"Housemade" itineraries - Genuine comments from travelers.
Our tours, and generally speaking all the contents we create are the result of a long research and more
than 10 years experience. But they are regularly, not to say constantly, copied particularly by one of our
competitor agency based in China. Don't be surprised, but just know how to recognize the copy from the
original!
We don't publish fake comments from travelers like this has sadly become regular practice in the Internet.
All the comments you will find on forums or on our websites are guaranteed genuine! Here are some
feedbacks from our travelers here : Comments from travelers in China

RATES. Private tour on a 2, 4, 6 travelers basis in double/twin rooms :
Private tour on a 2 travelers basis – Flights not included - : 16400RMB per person, that is 2102€ per person
Private tour on a 4 travelers basis – Flights not included - : 12300RMB per person, that is 1577€ per person
Private tour on a 6 travelers basis – Flights not included - : 10900RMB per person, that is 1397€ per person

Single room supplement : + 2800RMB, that is + 364€

Exchange rate : 1€ = 7,80 RMB

- Deposit on booking of 50% of the tour amount, by wire transfer or bank card in France
- Balance 3 weeks before arrival, again by wire transfer or bank card in France

This rate includes :

Accommodation in hotels and inns equipped with a shower room, with breakfast every day (B =
Breakfast)
The lunches and dinners mentioned by the acronyms: L = Lunch, D = Dinner
All transport and transfers by private vehicle unless stated otherwise
English-speaking guide services from day 2 to day 8 in the morning, then French-speaking except on
so-called “free” days
TGV trains 2nd class seat
Entrances for the visits mentioned in the program and in the protected areas, including the cable
cars and lifts mentioned
The activities mentioned in the program (shows, cruise ...) except options

This rate doesn't include :

International and local flights (we can offer you a rate on demand)
Chinese visa fees & personal expenses
Travel insurance and optional expenses as indicated in the quote
Tips for guides and drivers at your discretion
Activities not explicitly mentioned in the program and options
Lunches and dinners not indicated (see L ; D)
Personal expenses

Program subject to slight modification due to airline schedule changes, availability of guides and hotels or bad weather.

France : Voyageos, 19 rue Chateaubriand 22100 Dinan
China : Yunnan Roads, 219 Chuncheng Road, Kunming, Yunnan

